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DIGITAL BANKING 
TRENDS 2019
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For managers, 2019 will be particularly important as it will bear witness to a radical 
change in our approach to measuring and operating data in a systematic, automatic 
and increasingly autonomous manner. This year can be earmarked as one
of popularization of robots in many systems, which are forming an increasing part
of the workload for us mere humans.
 
Unlike in previous years, superficial changes to business and technology are
no longer enough. The future is changing the invisible bloodstream of companies 
- processes and operations - requiring a digital transformation of the enterprise 
from the inside. With the help of ever better automation and robotics, we expect 
a wide variety of ways to reach customers with the use of conversational service 
tools. The distribution and multitude of such systems - invisible to the user - will 
encourage growth in new areas and approaches to development in need of ever 
greater control of cohesion building or sharing of tools (such as marketplace in 
applications). The new trends are a response to recent data challenges
for companies, the distribution of systems and the higher organisational needs
of an agile and automized business.

READ ON
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RPA: THE NEW PROCESS
AUTOMATION ERA
Thanks to Robotic Process Automation (RPA) and skillful work 

on data, we are able to understand our user very well and 

reach him with personalized messages. We can also radically 

accelerate many processes, delegate time-consuming but 

uncomplicated tasks to automated robots and focus

on the more advanced and demanding human factors. 

However, there is still a huge challenge ahead of us - how

to balance the benefits of automation with the lack of 

a human factor, often key to unexpected and complex 

decisions that go beyond the „brain” of the algorithm.

AUTOMATICALLY MEANS FASTER, BUT IS IT 
ALSO BETTER?
BRPA is one of the most important and hottest trends

in modern business organizations. It uses a set of 

instructions to automate rule-based tasks. Steps could 

be repetitive with some macros having process mapping. 

So, when you need to pre-select and call a few people 

interested in the basic offer of the company, the machine 

will do this work for us, and much faster. But the scope is 

limited to systematic and organized data, - just good enough 

to manipulate existing information in applications without 

continuous supervision.

THE CHALLENGE OF CONVINCING 
CUSTOMERS TO TALK TO THE MACHINE
In finance, the huge initial infatuation with the automation 

of communication with the user gave way to doubts about 

the possibility of generating valuable interactions and sales 

automation in this way. An example of this is the Mint.com 

Paweł Haltof
Innovation Director  
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application, which for many years has been telling

users how to better manage finances, but is not very 

popular.

Reducing the human factor, so important in the customer 

centric era, in customer service or sales is 

a huge threat in automation and robotics. 

Humans have empathy. As of now, machines 

are not able to truly connect with a client.

In short: people dislike having a conversation 

with a robot, especially when it comes

to sensitive matters, such as finance.

This is where a serious challenge for UX designers is born, 

a challenge to find new ways to minimize customer 

discomfort during emotional contact with the algorithms

of the future. Analysis of client’s paths allows us 

to personalize communication, adapt to behaviors and learn 

habits, and thus be closer to human needs. The role 

of systems should not be to imitate people, but provide 

augmented support, in the right context and time, using 

natural language. Banks, because of their role, also face 

a dilemma - do they take responsibility for the advice that 

Within two years 25 percent of customer service operations will use virtual customer 
assistants according to the information revealed by consulting firm Gartner during
the Gartner Customer Experience Summit 2018 in Tokyo.
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the machine generates? To this day, consulting in the area 

of   banking requires certification. Algorithms, as yet, do not 

receive certificates because they are not human. 

On the clients’ side there is a risk in trusting the advice 

of a machine, because no algorithm has yet been brought 

to justice for erroneous or false investment 

recommendations or for lack of knowledge.

AUTOMATICALLY MEANS FASTER, BUT IS IT 
ALSO BETTER?
Algorithms of the future must use all the systems 

of emotional closeness with human nature known

to us in finance. Everything, from using natural language 

to remembering history and behavior patterns, until 

it is no longer mechanical, but a rather more surprising style 

of communication and conversation. What’s more, people 

must come to terms with giving partial control to digital 

robots that do the simplest tasks for people. However, 

without a system of certification and verification 

of the quality of robots and their recommendations,

none of us will fully trust them with a penny.
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LIFELOGGING AND QUANTIFIED 
SELF IN A FINANCIAL CONTEXT
We are all too ready to find hard data to track how we live our 

daily lives. There are many measurable areas like our personal 

activities, health condition and the internet of things. Thanks 

to smartwatches, mobile apps and electronics installed 

in our devices, vehicles and home appliances we can gather 

enormous data volumes. Most of them are useless but 

the trend of quantifying self to improve one’s quality of life 

is growing. 

Gathering personal data is not completely new. It was always 

doable – one could sit with a pencil and a sheet of paper 

and record calories consumed, minutes of specific exercises 

etc. But who would want to become their own life accountant?  

There is no reason to do this. Wearable technologies 

and trackers gather data in the background without 

any additional action needed.

FINANCE UNDER THE MICROSCOPE
Our financial life was always easier to track, since it is based 

on numbers. Even before the internet era, when we paid

for utilities we were informed how much water we used 

or how much electricity we consumed. The analysis of our bank 

statements helps us to understand every part of income 

and spending. Personal finance managers are very helpful 

in this respect, however they did not become the most popular 

modules of digital banking platforms. They are too difficult 
Andrzej Szewczyk
Managing Director
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to configure and we have to invest a lot of effort to prepare 

the reports we need.

INTEGRATING EVERYDAY
LIFE WITH FINANCIAL LIFE
Now, we need to build tools on our 

lifelogging platforms to make lives 

easier, safer and longer. Quantified

self is the act of using personal data

to improve not only our health but many other metrics

of our quality of life. And we can integrate it with financial data! 

Fitness accounts rewarding customers with higher interest 

rates for their physical activity is a great example of integrating 

life data. There is a big potential in the insurance market

– if the consumer has a healthy lifestyle, they should be 

rewarded with better conditions. But these examples illustrate 

how external institutions could use our data. The real 

integration of our data could be a great motivator 

to live a healthier life as well as to spend less money 

if it is easily achievable.

A BRIGHT FUTURE AHEAD OF US
After years of learning how to gather information, we have 

reached the right moment to utilize it. 2019 will be the year 

when we make huge progress in analysis, making automatic 

conclusions and recommendations. Machine learning 

and artificial intelligence are great buzzwords, but fed with

the data of our quantified life will become very helpful in making 

us healthier. Integration with our financial data will make

us richer. 

According to the “World Retail Banking Report 2018” two-thirds of the world’s
7.6 billion inhabitants now have a mobile phone, with more than half
of the handsets in use today being smart devices.
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CONVERSATIONAL INTERFACES 
ARE RESHAPING CUSTOMER 
SERVICE
In recent years we have witnessed the rapid development

of new ways of interaction with apps and – as a result –

with businesses and services. Interestingly, we’ve seen

the subsequent emergence of voice interfaces, in the likes

of Google Assistant and Siri, as well as a second life for texting-

based interfaces via mobile messenger apps. The latter

has been fuelled mostly by WhatsApp (now owned

by Facebook) and Messenger, which has gradually transformed 

from a simple chat inside Facebook to a standalone category-

defining service with its own developer platform, rich media 

embedding, extensions and marketplace. And along the way

it became one of most widely used apps worldwide.

The rise of messenger apps and all the AI advancements that 

made chatbots so much more usable recently are causing

an important shift in the social media landscape

and in customer service. Customers expect their providers, 

including banks, to be available through their messenger apps

and ready to answer instantly. Traditionally this would

be a costly transition, however with the use of chatbots, 

companies are significantly cutting the costs of their operations. 

Juniper Research predicts that by 2022 chatbots will bring over 

USD 8bn in savings annually for banks alone. 

BANKS GET IN ON THE ACT 
Conversational interface is a very good fit for a bank.

It is much faster and less stressful than a phone call

and can be easily personalized which is vital in financial 

services. Crucially, a very simple implementation can already 

serve all the basic needs of customers, such as inquiries 

about the status of their products (account balance, credit 

card limits, current savings etc.), new product queries, 

generic information about SWIFT/BIC numbers, basic 

procedures, fees and commission. More complex ones 

Wojciech Poniatowski
Product Manager
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could go as far as money transfers, personalized financial 

advisory and providing most bank processes inside the chat. 

Whatever cannot be resolved by the bot will be passed over 

to a human agent. 

All of this can function not just through owned channels 

(mobile app, digital banking portal) but also on Messenger. 

The Messenger platform made it much easier 

for companies to create chat, and way more 

fun for customers to use it. It’s not only about 

replying to questions anymore. We can serve 

media-rich content, feed a client’s financial

data, do fully functioning e-commerce, and

so on. All this in an app that a user usually 

doesn’t need to download and is already familiar with. 2019-

2020 is the time we should expect broad usage

of Messenger-based and/or chatbot-based solutions. Early 

adopters have them on the market as we speak, including 

Bank of America, Wells Fargo and HSBC all serving customers 

via advanced chatbots. 

PREPARE NOW FOR THE YEARS TO COME  
There are a few challenges for financial institutions of course, 

one of the most essential being customer authentication. 

Not only do we need the client to be verified, but we also 

It’s not only about customer service. A few banks already work on bots for other purposes: 
JPMorgan Chase uses a bot for streamlining their back-office operations; American Express 
supports merchants by providing contextualized benefits for their cardholders via Messenger; 
SEB utilizes its Aida bot for handling IT support.
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need to be able to prove to the regulators that we have

them verified, which in some countries proves even trickier.

As long as the process happens within our own app

or website, we’re in full control of it. However, when moved 

to a messaging platform, that is no trivial task and we need 

to tackle it carefully. Technical possibilities are there already 

and first implementations are on the market, including 

integration between Messenger, CRM and Contact Center 

software. 

Chatbots are still somewhat limited in functionality

for now, but 2019-2020 is the time when it will all change. 

Now is the perfect time to start such a project so you are

not late to the table. After building a solid base, you can 

expand to voice interface later. And don’t forget

to coordinate it with your API efforts, there will be lot

of synergy here for sure. 
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MARKETPLACES UNDER ONE 
ROOF

The race for quick transfers, useful interfaces and modern 

design will no longer decide who rules in the world of digital 

banking. The competition will move to the next level, involving 

non-bank services, open banking, or the broadly understood 

Marketplace Banking, or platform approach.

ONE SOLUTION, THREE WINNERS
The idea is not new and is successfully used

in the e-commerce industry. The most striking example

is of course Amazon. Everything is based on a simple 

assumption, I have a large service and good reach

to customers in many countries, so you can sell your products 

on my platform for a small fee. This situation is classic win win 

win. The customer gets the lowest price, the small shop

has practically guaranteed sales, the platform owner earns

on brokerage.

In banking, this game has been started by the so-called Neo 

Banks, which, being unable to afford a full product offer, seek 

support from third parties. A model in which the client can 

compare offers, such as loans from various entities, on one 

platform. Of course, with everything in one coherent interface, 

giving the customer the feeling that he is dealing with one 

bank’s offer. And here everyone wins. The customer can 

pick from competitive offers, the third party makes money 

on the product, and the bank gains another client through 

intermediation, because the offer is always combined

with the creation of an account in the bank.

MEETING ALL NEEDS IN ONE PLACE
At the same time, customers are expecting more and more 

services to be provided through digital channels. These

can be successfully implemented by the banks thanks

to an open platform, and can be divided into three areas:

Bartłomiej Kozieł
UX Director
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fast micro services, a new bill payment model

and advantageous purchases.

Fast micro services include the purchase

of a ticket on public transport, paying

a parking fee or even car or scooter

rental. Users today are doomed

to install multiple applications

and connect their bank cards,

or remember to make transfers. Immediacy of use for such

a service is out of the question, and for those who use such 

services sporadically it is definitely a big barrier to entry.

A solution enabling me to handle everything in my banking 

application (using immediate payment), while maintaining

a consistent interface, benefits not only the end customer.

The bank increases returns to its channel (the opportunity to 

sell a banking product), and the service provider gains access 

to a large database of customers who would not use

its solution on a daily basis.

LOVE WITH RECIPROCITY 
The subscription model for services is becoming more

and more popular. Introduced by new technological players 

like Spotify, or Netflix, it has started to take over in traditional 

areas such as telecoms, and soon with some suppliers

of electricity, gas, etc. Customers have fallen in love with 

simple fees, and hence fewer will use traditional online 

The competition will move to the next level, involving non-bank services, open 
banking, or the broadly understood Marketplace Banking, or platform approach.
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transfers. It is common knowledge that most users use 

this service to pay bills, not transfers between themselves. 

On the other hand, clients will find it difficult to manage all 

subscriptions in all these channels, and the ability to manage 

them in a bank literally on one page would be a simplification 

for them, while not giving banks control over client fees. 

Certainly, this option would benefit many technology 

companies that cannot afford such levels of marketing

as Netflix or Spotify can.

And on to the last area, advantageous purchases. Here

the banks have all the aces up their sleeves. They know what 

customers buy in so-called Real Time. Let’s assume a simple 

Amazon model, in which as a merchant I have the option

of uploading lists of my products along with the price through 

the bank’s platform. I can, as a bank, recommend a supplier’s 

product when finalizing the transaction, which is the same

or similar, but cheaper. There is benefit for the customer,

new sales space for ecommerce, commission for banks plus

an opportunity for upselling - if their recommendations

are so helpful, why not take insurance from them, or spread 

the purchase cost over instalments.

The bank as a marketplace is an opportunity for even greater 

customer loyalty, opening new sales channels for its products, 

but above all, more reasons to return to my bank.
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DESIGN SYSTEMS - THE WHOLE 
TRUTH ABOUT THE PRODUCT AT 
A GLANCE
In recent years, interface designers have coined the saying 

that the design system is the only source of truth about how 

to design and develop a product. Especially at the stage when 

the product gains size and maturity, the need for mechanisms 

facilitating further project work appears.

And here is the paradox. Banking systems are one of the 

largest and most complex digital products on the market. 

Nevertheless, banks do not yet fully take advantage of design 

systems. The year 2019 must bring a change in this matter -

the trend is too important for the digital products industry 

or big players like banks not to take it seriously.

FOLLOWING PRODUCT EVOLUTION
The design system is nothing more than a complete set 

of design standards for a given product and rulesfor 

communication with the user, along with a library of all 

components used to create the interface. It is a living 

organism that evolves along with changes in organization, 

business, products  and market trends, and it must be 

constantly developed. It is in fact a separate product, often 

with a separate design and development team responsible 

only for its service. Designers working on the UX or UI system, 

and more importantly developers, can tap into it and draw 

from it.

BANKING IS STARTING TO CATCH UP WITH 
OTHER DIGITAL INDUSTRIES
Until recently, banks liked to treat their applications and 

transactional systems as closed entities, which, of course, 

need to be updated, security patched and to some extent 

developed, but on a much smaller scale and at a slower

pace than in other industries. Fortunately, a part

of the banking industry shares the way of thinking

Paweł Dunia
Head of Design
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of the creators of the largest digital products from other 

industries. The organization’s managers understand

that (unfortunately!) banking systems are 

never a closed finite product, over which 

work ends at some point. The system lives 

and breathes, up to the time when you 

need to create a completely new version. 

They understand the need for

a stable team that nurtures the evolution 

of the solution already implemented, the need for continuous 

research, evaluation of ideas, improvement and modification 

of existing UX processes and solutions in the system.

IN LINE WITH THE DESIGN SYSTEM: FASTER, 
CHEAPER, BETTER
Having your own system design means that every stage

of a digital product’s life has a specific reference point,

and all activities are simply faster and, above all, cheaper. It 

guarantees consistency and speed of introducing changes

and new solutions. Developer teams often work remotely,

are dispersed and are subject to constant staff turnover. 

Having the „only source of truth about the system”,

the organization saves itself from painful cases of starting 

from scratch - whether small fragments of the interface

or code, or whole large modules. The product based

Organizations talk about their design systems openly and proudly present them to 
the world, give them marketing names (IBM - Carbon Design System, AirBnB Design 
Language System, etc.). In this way, the design departments become narrowly profiled 
communication channels of the organization.
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on a design system is coherent not only visually, but chiefly 

n terms of code construction and user path design, as well

as tonality and the method of communication with it.

BANKING WILL ADAPT
The banking industry will begin to systematically appreciate 

the best design practices, because using them will prove less 

expensive than running a whole gamut of immature practices 

taken from the beginning of the digital transformation era. 

From the way of managing a mature digital product

in the form of system design, through the increase

of communication awareness in these products, to micro-

changes at the level of interface components resulting

from close and constant observation of user behavior.
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STRATEGIC ORGANIZATIONAL
AGILITY
Lean and Agile are the most popular slogans of top 

managers in banks who, fascinated by the descriptions

of changes within Airbnb or Bank ING, are trying

to implement this in their own back yards. Before 2017, 

these same terms were related to just technologies

and implementations. 

In 2018 the trend of the year turned out to be Business Agile, 

an idea emphasizing that agile activity can be translated

into a wider aspect of a project than just its technology.

The enthusiasm did not cease, 2019 is the year

of Organization Agility, synonymous with the transformation 

of the entire company, and in particular the hierarchical 

structure, into groups and cooperative networks, adaptable 

to changing problems.

ADAPTING FINTECH-LIKE MANAGEMENT 
MODELS
The modern perspective is a deeper change of approach, 

resulting from the spread of technology in business 

management – at all stages and levels of work. Previously,

IT departments acted quite hermetically, independent

and cut off from the rest of the organization. Changes

in approach in management paradigms are needed,

as almost every bank has undergone the digital 

transformation stage, and afterwards – naturally – is looking 

for a new way of managing work and digital processes.

Digital, unlike the classical model, focuses on cyclical

and iterative. Currently, dominant models of financial 

Paweł Haltof
Innovation Director 
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institutions and banks are growing out of the era

of industrialization. Fintechs, on the other hand, are a great 

example of small-scale organizations

with digital origins. Changes in the work 

model are already visible in the daily life 

of the employee: more remote work, 

decisions made by commitment, activity-

based tasking, and customer driven.

VALUE DRIVEN
ORGANISATION AGILITY
But buzzwords alone will not be enough for the success

and transformation of the organization. Transferring 

agile work from the programming stage to a company 

organizational level requires, first of all, a model scaled

to a large organization, but most importantly, addressing the 

values   that set the goals and priorities of the business

in business. Otherwise, agility will be akin to chasing your 

own tail.

In banking, for example in the Dutch ING or Polish mBank, 

changes in the culture and organization of the entire 

company translate into results, mainly visible in the area

of   service quality and interaction with clients.

FUTURE BASED ON SOLID FOUNDATIONS
Organizations are seeking an advantage in rebuilding 

A recent US study by Randstad highlighted that by 2025 most workers and employers 
agree that the majority of the workforce will be employed in an agile capacity, either 
as contractors, consultants, temporary or freelance. The study suggests that by 2019, 
agile workers could comprise as much as 50% of the workforce vs around 11% today.
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structures, agile organization and learning design processes. 

For sure, organization and adaptation of agility is the future, 

but it must be implemented wisely. However, this adaptation 

requires the ability to build solid foundations of concept, 

determining key values   and prioritizing requirements

at the level of business assumptions. Without solid 

foundations, even the biggest change in culture will

not help and will not alter anything, and the effects

will be rather cumbersome than advantageous.
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Efigence is a technology company specializing in the 

design and implementation of both off-the-shelf 

products and dedicated solutions for digital banking. 

Our priority is to provide excellent customer 

experience in digital banking, whether it be for retail, 

commercial or corporate clients.

Our company is based in Warsaw, Poland, the capital 

of banking innovation. We have been a partner of 

many Polish and international banks for over 20 years.

We have extensive experience in creating user-friendly 

interfaces and providing innovative technology 

solutions, within complete web and mobile internet 

banking platforms. Our experience in this field 

culminated in the development of our product - EFI4 

Digital Banking.

Let’s meet: Wołoska 9a, 02-583 Warsaw, Poland

Call us:  [+48] 22 380 13 13

Visit:   www.efigence.com


